Room Divider
Aluminium Patio Door For Internal Use
The Room Divider has the same qualities as our sliding patio door but is specially designed to be used internally. With its slim profiles and 23mm low threshold it provides you with a very functional sliding room divider that is suitable for both commercial and domestic applications. The low threshold can be sunk into the floor to achieve a minimal step over of around 14mm.

Our room divider is an aluminium framed, sliding glass partition that is ideal for use between any two rooms. Even though these doors are for internal use only the sashes use the latest Polyamide thermal barrier and can take double glazed units if required. This room divider uses a three track system that allows for maximum openings.

We reserve the right to make changes to the product specification as technical developments dictate, and without prior notice. Pictures shown are for illustrative purposes and are not binding in detail, colour or specification.
Key Features

- Designed for use internally as a partition between two rooms.
- 23mm low threshold for minimal step over (with an 11mm clearance).
- Over 200 single colours available.
- All panels designed to slide for maximum flexibility.
- Three track design to create large clear openings.
- ‘Polyamide’ thermally broken profiles for efficiency.
- Wrap around glazing system providing added security.
- Single point hook lock - key operated one side with finger pull on the other.
- Slides on stainless steel tracks & tandem wheels for smooth operation.
- Suitable for both commercial and domestic applications.
- Outerframe usually supplied in kit form for easy handling.

Options

- Available in 2, 3, 4 or 6 panel configurations.
- Can be single or double glazed.
- Colour matched aluminium quad trim available.
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